
PortingXS validation services
Phone theft is on the rise and can be seen as modern-day purse 
snatching. Unfortunately, phone theft or loss seems diffi cult to 
prevent. PortingXS helps to counter theft with three services. Our 
services (PortingXS CEIR, MobiMY, MobiMY+) provide IMEI validation 
processes for protecting IMEI devices for both business users and 
consumers. 



PortingXS CEIR, mobile device validation for operators

Protect your customers, counter mobile crime and monitor all active 
users with the MobiMY CEIR service.

Currently,  providers have the possibility to store IMEI numbers in 
an EIR (Equipment Identity Register). The information in the current 
EIR’s is not shared between operators.

This means that if a device is blocked by one operator, the same 
device can still be used on other networks. This situation is not 
desirable when fighting phone theft and loss. 

By centralizing and validating all IMEI’s a trustable and safe database 
can be created. PortingXS CEIR is an innovative, safe and high-
performance IMEI validation solution. 



Register all your devices in a few clicks with MobiMY

MobiMY helps you to preventively protect multiple devices by vali-
dating its IMEI numbers. In case of theft or loss the MobiMY service 
makes phones or tablets unusable in all provider networks. The 
MobiMY service lets users manage devices themselves using a web 
portal or the mobile application. The business solution provides a 
Business portal to do bulk uploads and changes fast and easy.

Business Solution
The service is designed both as a consumer solution and as a 
business solution. Different sectors can benefi t using the Mobi-
MY security service. 

Retrieval
An honest fi nder can be linked to the person who lost his device 
by using MobiMY and the device can fi nd its way back. By regis-
tering your device we can safeguard your device. A registration 
is done in a few easy steps. 

PortingXS is your neutral partner in 
  IMEI security and validation!



Take action with the MobiMY+ App

Besides registering and reporting a device it is also possible to take 
action by using the MobiMY+ App.

Ever lost your phone in a bar or at a friends’ place? Not anymore. 
Within seconds MobiMY can locate your phone and tell you where it 
is so you can pick it up without having to look for it.

MobiMY will pinpoint your device on the map as precise as possible 
so it can even tell on which side of the house it is.
The MobiMY+ App allows you to remotely lock your device when 
needed. In case you lose your phone you can lock it to ensure no one 
can enter your personal fi les or make calls except you.

Wipe your device when you have the feeling someone will use the 
information without your permission. Use this feature when your 
device is lost or stolen to erase all data on the device and reset to 
factory default settings.

The MobiMY+ App also allows you to send a message to your own 
device from another device. Let the fi nder know you are looking for 
your device, by sending a message to your own device.
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